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AfricaCom - Supporting the SDGs by inspiring audiences to accelerate how technology and
connectivity can create economic empowerment and social mobility.

AfricaCom uses the aims of the SDGs to inspire its content and its audiences, especially
SDG 1, SDG 8 and SDG 9. It is the largest digital communications event in Africa,
connecting 15,000 people with the networks and knowledge they need to accelerate Africa's
progress in the 4th industrial revolution - creating economic development as well as social
empowerment through increased digital connectivity. All attendees at AfricaCom were also
provided with a free online collection on SDG related contents on social enterprise and
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solutions to some of the underlying SDG challenges the industry is facing.
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Description of the
Initiative

✔

GOAL 1: No Poverty
GOAL 2: Zero Hunger
GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-Being
GOAL 4: Quality Education
GOAL 5: Gender Equality
GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation
GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy
GOAL 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth

✔

GOAL 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality
GOAL 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
Comm
GOAL 12: Responsible Consumption and Production
GOAL 13: Climate Action
GOAL 14: Life Below Water
GOAL 15: Life on Land
GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions
GOAL 17: Partnerships to Achieve the Goal

AfricaCom provides a platform where the technology sector in Africa can come together to
work out how to deploy digital communications, such as broadband and mobile, to ensure
Africa gets wider and faster access to the Internet. The conference champions start-ups and
SMEs from Africa, and is an incubator for the architects of Africa’s digital future. The event
offers a three-day programme of features, linking international investors, venture capitalists
and industry mentors with growing businesses and budding entrepreneurs. It aims to help
entrepreneurs in the tech sector develop their skills and attract investment from outside of
the area.
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and we believe it can provide benefits especially to the poorest portions of society by
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emphasized in SDG targets on developing a resilient infrastructure for economic
development and increased human well-being in developing countries (SDG9.1, 9.6, 9.8, 8.2
and 1.6). 85% of AfricaCom delegates tell us that the networking and knowledge the show
provides make them more effective at addressing the challenges within the SDGs.
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Confirmed number of participants: 14,850
Metric:

85% of delegates tell us that the networking and knowledge the show provides make them mo
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For more details on AfricaCom please go to the offical website:
https://tmt.knect365.com/africacom/ or check out the AfricaCom video presentation on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqBCtnx8HCs.
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